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New Publications

FURNITURE AT TEMPLE NEWSAM HOUSE AND LOTHERTON HALL,
YORKSHIRE by Christopher Gilbert

The definitive catalogue of 662 items from the collections of Leeds City Art

Galleries, 552 pages with 682 illustrations, 14 in colour, in two volumes. Published
jointly by the National Art-Collections Fund and the Leeds Art Collections Fund,
1978. f60 the two volumes, including postage. Cheques or money orders payable
to the NACF Leeds Furniture Catalogue; post to Percy Lund, Humphries & Co.
Ltd., The Manningham Press, Drummond Road, Bradford BDS SDH.

CREAMWARE AND OTHER ENGLISH POTTERY AT TEMPLE NEWSAM
HOUSE, LEEDS by Peter Walton
expertly researched catalogue of 1182 items in the Leeds collection,
298 pages, 16 colour plates and 450 black and white illustrations. Published by the
Leeds Art Collections Fund, 1976. Price E42 including postage. Cheques payable
to 'Lund Humphries'; post to Lund Humphries, Drummond Road, Bradford BDS
SDH.

A sumptuous,

THE LEEDS ART COLLECTIONS FUND
President His Grace the Duke of Norfolk; Vice-President The Rt. Hon. the Earl of
Harewood, I.i. D.; Trustees George Black, F R.c s., W. T. Oliver, M.A., C. S. Reddihough;
Committee Councillor Mrs. E. A. Nash, W. A, B Brown, Mrs. S. Gilchrist, D. Mason
Jones, Dr. N. R. Rowell, F.R c.p Dr. J. R. Sherwin, Dr. R. B. Welch; Hon. Treasurer
Martin Arnold, 8 A; Hon. Secretary Robert Rowe; Hon. MembershiP Secretary W. B.
Blackburn; Hon Social Secretary Mrs. Francoise Logan; Hon. Financial Advisor J. S.

Fox.
The Leeds Art Collections Fund is one of the oldest supporting bodies for the visual arts in
Great Britain, a source of regular funds for buying works of art for the Leeds collections.

Why not identify yourself with the Art Gallery, Temple Newsam House and Lotherton
Hall, receive your Arts Calendar free, receive invitations to all functions, private views
and organised visits to places of interest. The minimum subscription is f5.00 individual
and f 7.50 for husband and wife. Corporate membership f25. Life membership f100. Enquiries and application forms from the Hon. Secretary at Temple Newsam House, Leeds
LS15 OAE. The Arts Calendar may be obtained for a subscription of f1.00 per annum, including postage (2 issues); single copies may be purchased at the Art Gallery, Temple
Newsam House and Lotherton Hall, 50p each.
Note: starting with the first issue published in 1947, the entire Leeds Arts Calendar is now
available on microfilm. Write for information or send orders direct to Xerox University
Microfilms, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, U.S.A.

LEISURE SERVICES COMMITTEE
The Lord Mayor; Chairman Councillor Mrs. E. A. Nash; DePuty Chairman Councillor B.
L. Cook; Councillor B. P. Atha, Councillor Miss A. D. Atkinson, Councillor M. J. Bedford, Councillor M. J. Dodgson, Councillor F. Flatters, Councillor J. G. B. Frankland,
Councillor W. Hudson, Councillor J. Kitchen, Mst:.,)F. Councillor E. Millet, Councillor E.
R. C. Smith, Councillor S. Symmonds, Councillor Mrs. C. M. Thomas, Councillor M. J.
Meadowcroft.

STAFF
Director of Art Galleries Robert Rowe, c 8 E,M A.,F.M A.; PrinciPal KeePer Christopher
Gilbert, M A,F.M A; Keeper (Art Gallery) Miranda Strickland-Constable,
B.A.,A.M A.;
Keeper (Lotherton Hall) Peter Walton, B.A A M.A; Keeper (Temple Newsam) Anthony
Wells-Cole, M A.,A.M A; Keeper (Decorative Art Studies) Terry F. Friedman, 8 A,FII.D.;
Senior Assistant Keepers Alexander Robertson, M A. A.M,A, Adrian Budge,
8 A .M FHIL ct:.R'I'.FD; Curatorial Assistant Barbara Thompson; Conservation SuPervisors
Michael Sheppard, Ron Turner; Metalwork Conservator Phoebe Clements, DA(FAm),
DIF CONS (DES'&A); Text~le Conservators Caroline Rendell, cERT ED,DIP,CDNS(TEXTILFS)
(DNtv. oF t.oNDoN), Frances Jowitt, B,A.; Technical Assistant John Berry, B.A.; Administrator Jean English; Secretary Fiona McIndoe, B.A; Clerical Assistants Anna
C ter kal uk
Cover illustration
Conversation PI'cture,
Newsam House.

artist unknown,

late 18th century,

oil on canvas.
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and satinwood with Wedgwood
Cabine/, English, c.1800, mahogany
medallions. Given by Mrs. Lesley Lewis through the National Art-Collections
—
Fund, 1980 Sl.
Bureau

Editorial
In the last editorial no mention was made of
progress at the City Art Gallery. This was a
calculated pause for breath, or pen, on a subject
which still very much dominates the artistic
scene in Leeds both physically and psychologically.
On April 10th 1980 Henry Moore laid the
foundation stone and on July 3rd 1981 he,
accompanied by the Lord Mayor, was present
at the topping out celebrations in the new
extension; both great occasions in the history of
Leeds. The latter followed the impressive civic
ceremony of bestowing the Freedom of the City
on Mr. Moore. There seems to be no way of
recording such a momentous event in an original
way, so simple reportage will have to be relied
upon to seep into the consciousness of readers.
It is the first time that Leeds has given its highest
and most rarely offered honour to a living artist.
Leeds is lucky in having the opportunity of
making this grand gesture to a man with such
poignant local connections, a generous benefactor and one who is accepted as the world'
greatest living sculptor.
Building work on the extension is going well,
if slightly behind schedule, and the Henry Moore
Centre for the Study of Sculpture is rapidly
taking form. So phases I and II of the grand
building plan are buttoned up and frequent
visits to the site provide light and stimulation in a
dark period. Phase III, the rehabilitation of the
rest of the main building, is taking off too.
Already some /200,000 has been raised from
non-rate-fund
sources, mainly from private
individuals
and firms whose names were
announced
in the press recently. Of great
significance is a grant of 30,000 made by the
Museums and Galleries Commission. This is
one of the first three and by far the biggest
capital sums made available by this august body
under its new role of helping, in what one might
call a concrete way, the art galleries and museums
of the country —particularly those which are
to help themselves.
really determined
An
imprimatur on many years of effort in Leeds?
The next campaign for raising the money still
needed is the Step Scheme, to run concurrently
with —rather than succeeding —those still under

$

way. When this was announced in September it
received
considerable
both
press coverage
national and local and was a gift to headline
writers. The Times was suitably dignified and
beneath the words 'Leeds takes steps to upgrade
gallery'evoted three pithy little columns to it.
It was Dr. Jeffrey Sherwin, ex-City Councillor
and former Chairman of the Leisure Services
Committee, now Chairman of what amounts to
an inter-political party appeals committee for
the Art Gallery —he was also elected to the Art
Collections Fund committee last year —who
thought up the idea. After this eye-ful a brief
resume of the scheme. All local readers will know
well the grand Victorian-baroque
staircase at
the heart of the building. For 2000 companies
and individuals can have their names, or those
they wish to commemorate, placed in perpetuity
on the risers of the steps. The money may be paid
by a four year covenant through the Leeds Art
Collections Fund thereby attracting tax concessions. It is confidently rumoured that, for
those in what is known as the higher income
bracket, an expenditure of four annual payments of
200 would produce the required
2000 for the Art Gallery. Not a bad proposition
one might think for a place in recorded history.
It is very salutary to report that the Leeds
Permanent Building Society took the first step
and a famous Leeds store the second —both
within a few days of the announcement of the
scheme.
One should not get too excited, however, for
there is still Phase IV of the master plan to be
grappled with. This covers the dilapidated
building in Alexander Street known as the Sam
Wilson Galleries which will have to be entirely
rebuilt. Feasibility studies have been done and a
fine architectural proposition outlined. Money
again. It may be high flying to think that it will
be found, but someone with the wherewithal
might like to have a whole wing named after him.
A short but important news item from Temple
Newsam is that the annual service on September
19th was, after a three year gap, held once more
in the chapel in the house. The repair of the Long
Gallery an'd the Smithfield study area above it
meant that the chapel could be released from

$

$

$

its self-effacing role as temporary accommodation for the refugee collections. It was got ready
for its proper use just in time for the Vicar ol
Whitkirk to take the service which the Lord
Mayor and his party attended. So with a sigh of
relief we are back to normal at chapel level too.
In Calendar No. 79, 1976, much of the
editorial was devoted to the new experiment in
self-financing art appreciation courses. It was
said then that the four essential corner stones of
the scheme were there already and had been for
many years, namely the quality, variety and
size of the Leeds art collections plus a growing
demand from all sorts of people to know more
about them. The curators were very confident
and after five years it is appropriate to take a
look at progress and see if it was justified. It
certainly was. Annual sessions began with the
academic year 1976(77. Course times were
worked out on the basis of what were thought
to be the most likely hours that potential
customers would find convenient. We tried to
cater for everyone, those who worked and those
who had retired, and for all tastes and knowledge.
We provided Wednesday morning sessions, all
day Saturday sessions and some all day Wednesday sessions. Exploring the collections took the

biggest part of the year and gave the 'tutors'n
idea of what people were most interested in. We
were very encouraged often to be told by our
'students'hat they wanted to know what roe
liked best —they wished to share our enthusiasm
to the full. To meet the challenge
was cooked up; each professional had a
whole Saturday to relish his own subject, or as
much as he could of it. The result was mutual
stimulation and a good deal of data to be used in
the future. Other attractions during this first
year were visits to country houses accessible from
Leeds. These early excursions were called 7he
Spirit of Building and set the scene, literally, for
all succeeding years. Looking back this launch
of talkers and listeners into the hinterland of
Yorkshire from the home base houses of Temple
Newsam and Lotherton Hall was one of the most
fruitful ideas tested. In subsequent years more
visits were organised, the subjects becoming
wider and the distances covered greater. To list
all the topics explored so far would be boresome
in the extreme —it would read like a museum
catalogue without the substance all good entries
Curators'hoice

Henry Moore receiving thc Freedom of the City from the Lord
Mayor, Councillor Patrick Crotty, O.B.E.,on July 3rd 198 l.

should have. An attempt has been made however —and deserves to be recorded to cover as
much ground as possible. There have been talks
and discussions on, for example, How works of
arI are made, People and Portraits, The Tudors and
Stuarts in the North, as well as all the main
'disciplines'f painting, watercolour, sculpture,
furniture, silver and ceramics. A number of
pleasant meetings have been held during the
clement seasons at Temple Newsam and Lotherton Hall when the riches of the houses could be
enjoyed in toto. Their title Art for a Summer
Evening
was intended
to sound warm and
relaxing. Thumbing through the leaflets published prior to the holding of each course it is
clear that Tuesdays, Wednesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays have been pretty fully exploited.
People suffer from Statistitus and there are
grounds for registering it as a contagious disease,
but occasionally its symptoms are enjoyable.
To find that five years of rewarding, if hard,
work has generated a solid demand for more,
induces an undeniably pleasant sensation in the
curatorial body. One of the first courses of our
6th session 1981)82 called Hour Country Houses
are Created was over-subscribed
within a short
time of its announcement.
A highly successful venture in this art appreciation business has been the full-week seminarsor summer conferences held each year in July
and based on Temple Newsam and Lotherton
Hall. They have catered for a very wide range
of interests via a basic theme necessary to give
coherence to the programme. It is all too easy,
when there are so many threads of attractive
colours, to lose the pattern altogether. These
themes have included Adam and Chippendale,
The English Garden and Medkeval
Craftsmanship,
and Renaissance Art. The 6th seminar held in
July 1981, called The Making of the English
Country House was sold out quite early in the year.
Of the 50 takers 8 came from different parts of the
United States. Most of the annual participants

are residential and they have been accommodated
in the Charles Morris Hall of the University—
let it be said. This year,
very comfortably

however, mutually advantageous arrangements
were made with one of the best hotels in Leedsthe Queens in City Square —whereby
able to enjoy rooms with private bath,
colour television, early morning tea and all mod
cons at a price no higher than that of last year
plus the only too familiar percentage increase
calculated on all the costs of the conference. The
Tourist Board should be pleased to know that
we have proved our ability to promote their
activities too; a practical illustration, in fact,
of the much discussed link between art galleries,
museums and the tourist potential of Great
Britain. For the edification of those city fathers
and mothers —or should they be referred to as
'parent-persons'ow —who might read this
editorial a substantial profit has been made to
plough back and improve facilities all round.
A flourishing business to support well used public
services can surely be no bad thing by anybody'
standards.
Unfortunately there is no space left even to
touch upon our teaching partnership with Leeds
University, going back some twelve years now,
or Adrian Budge's great work in encouraging
the city's children to enjoy themselves among
the art collections. So wait for the next instalment
in another Calendar.
Alas, the last item is a sad one; to record the
retirement of Jean Gannon who for twelve
years struggled as a member of the diminutive
administrative
support team to keep the Art
Galleries going forward. She was a delightful
colleague never dismayed by her work load and
no-one dares to think what will happen without
her help. All we can do with the utmost sincerity,
is to wish her every possible happiness in her
retirement and hope that we may welcome her
to Temple Newsam, Lotherton Hall and soon
to a super Art Gallery, as often as possible.
'delegates'ere

A Convenient

and Pleasant Habitation

TERRY FRIEDMAN

This issue of the Calendar is devoted to three
articles explaining some of the ways historic
country houses came to be created, which was
the theme ofan exhibition held this year at Temple
Newsam linked to our 6th annual Summer
Seminar 'The Making of the English Country
House'. In this introductory
essay a small
selection from the uncatalogued items from the
exhibition are discussed in greater detail.
It is often forgotten, even by art historians,
that a significant part of this creative activity was
of the owners themselves,
the responsibility
although they may have sought the expertise of
the professional architect, builder and interior
designer. Indeed, Sir John Lowther warned his
son in 1697: 'In buildings it is advisable to perform
them by contract since the charge would be
endless if you should trust to the conscience off
Artificers in performing their Days work'nd
Thomas Wentworth, 1st Earl of Strafford advised
his cousin, Michael Wentworth of Woolley Hall
in 1634. 'If you builde a new house remember
that I tell you itt is a matter wherein you may
showe a great deale and a great want of discretion,
itt being nothing soe easy a thinge to builde well
as men take it to bee that knowe it not, and
therefore at your perill looke well about
course, some owners did not wish to improve
their residences at all. Sir William Wentworth's
idea of country house hospitality was to 'be well
content with the walls of Bretton just as they are,
so that I have but a good glass of'ale or bear to
make my friends welcome',s while others were
you'.'f

by country life altogether
Nor dare I venture to describe this place
'Tis paradise, each prospect heavenly fair,
But now 'tis call'd, the region of despair.
By this long scrawl you may easily see,
How dull hours pass heavily with me4
Although some clients may have been insensitive
to both good taste and careful economics
If building is your choice throw rules away,
Not a room useful, let 'em all be gay!
Spacious your colonades, your columns fair,
That passengers may praise, and strangers

disillusioned

stare;

And if the dome is high, and outside charms,
Ne'r mind your husband's rent, or spare his

farms:

Although you find the pit, when 'tis too late,
That rais'd your house, has buried your estates
architects were not only sensible of their professional responsibilities but of the social consequences of building. Abraham
Swan, the
author of popular engraved pattern books of the
mid-eighteenth
century, regarded architecture
as 'scarcely inferior to any other Art in Point of
Antiquity, [and] has been honoured with being
the Study and the Delight of some of the greatest
Men, even Princes themselves... and not without
Reason, since there are few Circumstances in
Life that can contribute more to our Ease and
and pleasant
Comfort than a convenient
Habitation: and hardly any Thing contributes
more to the Glory of a Country than fine
Buildings.'6

Fig.
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Newsam

A Conuerscction

House).

Pictttre,

(detail), late 18th century, artist unknown,

oil on canvas, Leeds City Art Galleries

This celebrated painting by an unidentified British artist sums up
many late Georgian attitudes towards domestic decoration and
furnishing.'he arm chair, covered in a green-check loose cover tied
with tapes, the Pembroke table and the two-leaf folding firescreen
introduce an informality which was a reaction to the rigid arrangements dictated by Robert Adam and the neo-classicists of the previous
generation. On the mantlepiece are griffith candlesticks and a
statuette of Flora made either of black basalt stoneware of the type
popularized by Wedgewood or bronze-painted plaster manufactured
on a mass-production basis by John Cheere of Piccadilly or one of his
rivals.'uch incidental features, many of an ephemeral nature,
formed an essential part of the domestic interior and seem to have been
associated particularly with native pursuits, for John Shebbeare
(pseudonym) writing in Letters to the English Ration by Batista Angeloni,
A jesuit, urho resided manyyears in London, 1756, recommended that an
art academy even 'if it never produces any very excellent painters,
would yet create excellent designers for the ornamental parts of all
kinds of manufacturers: the English enamelled boxes would vie with
the papier mache of Paris,'nd the Germans purchase their most
valuable furniture from England, and not from France... every lad
educated in this way, whose talents were not adequate to great things,
would be obliged to turn his hand to some lower parts of the arts of
sculpture and painting: he who could not equal Michael Angelo, or
Raphael, might carve a chimney-piece, and paint a coach with much
taste; those who could not rival Salvator Rosa, Claud Lorain, or
Vernet, might yet paint landscapes on china and enamelled wares,
and by export make these commodities the universal purchase of the

globe.'
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The Platts were a well-known Cheshire family of mason-architects
which had risen in the early eighteenth century to dominate these
trades in Rotherham. John (1728 —1810), who also maintained black
marble quarries and a pottery works, was the most successful and, as
an entry in his journal for August 5, 1763 reveals, managed to dine
with the owner of Wentworth Castle, William Wentworth, 2nd Earl
of Strafford, the Duke of Cumberland and '16 other Lords, Knights,
Esqrs. etc.', a remarkable social achievement for a member of the
architectural profession in the provinces at that time. Platt's exact
responsibilities at Wentworth are uncertain for although he received
substantial payments, totalling f642.2.2$ between 1760 62, which
included carving the pediment relief, Charles Ross, a London
carpenter and joiner, had been engaged in 1759 to superintend the
construction and also 'provide a clever man who understands...
the Several Branches of building... and draw what plans is Relating
to the Building'. Indeed, Platt's journal records in March 1763:
'Made drawgs for... The front of Wentworth Castle'.'et, neither
Platt nor Ross apparently were responsible for the south front
because Horace Walpole, visiting in 1768, tells us that it was 'entirely
designed by the present Earl himself. Nothing ever came up to the
beauty of it. The Grace, proportion, lightness R magnificence of it
are exquisite'."

Fig. 3.

'View and Perspective
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of a House', 1739, by F. Vallotton, engraving. Private Collection.
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Few English architectural models have survived from the eighteenth
century. Their function, as the Irishman, John Aheron explains in
A General 7 reatise of Architecture In Five Books, 1754, was as 'a Pattern
made in Wood, Stone, Clay or other Matters; with all its Parts and
Proportions in small, in order to give an Idea of the Effect it will have
in large, when executed'. One of the most remarkable examples,
recalling the dolls'ouse, to which they are often confused," is known
from Pierre Fourdrinier's
engraving published by Vallotton on
April 18, 1739. The accompany text reads: 'View &. Perspective of a
House 165 Feet in Front & 110 in Depth. As Expressed. By a Modell
three feet in Front &. two in Depth, made with Cards, (Yet Sufficient
to bear near 200 weight on the top of it,) which represents 56. Appartments, &. most of them furnish'd) with proper vistas which may be
view'd thro'he Windows which Slides up. &. down. The whole with
the outside Ornaments are Executed as near to the Rules of Architecture as the Materials could possibly permit it'.
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Fig. 4. A 'tIair-case at Alhol-hvuse'y
Private Collection.

Ahraham

Swan, .4 Cvllrrlinn
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1757, Vol.

II, Plate 29.

A French visitor to Georgian London gives the 'arrangement
of
an English house... roughly as follows: you enter by a small door
over which is a small pediment (the door is never a large one, since
there is no need for it), you find yourself first in an entrance hall which
is always very clean and more like a room than one of our own
vestibules which are always dirty; then you come to the dining-room,
which is always large; above the dining-room is the drawing-room,
which is always of the same shape and is reached by a spotlessly clean
staircase; the hand-rails are of mahogany in beautiful condition; the
stairs, like the floors, are made of boards of fir or pinewood, fitted
together as exactly as mosaic work... It is a general custom in
England, which would not be liked in France, to have the diningroom below and the drawing-room above; people find this more
convenient for the servants and make no trouble of going up a
staircase of twenty steps or so. What I find very inconvenient is the

lack of an ante-room or something of the kind, since the dining-room
door always leads straight into the hall and the drawing-room door
straight on to the staircase, with the result that when they are opened
one feels a considerable breeze round one's legs... The cleanliness
which pervades everything is a perpetual source of satisfaction.
Houses are constantly washed inside and out, generally on Saturdays.
People take the greatest possible pains to maintain the standard of
cleanliness: you come upon mats and carpets everywhere; there is
always a strip of drugget on the stairs, and not a speck of dust anywhere. At first I was quite astonished at all this and did all that I could
to make sure whether this cleanliness was natural to the English and
so pervaded all their activities, or whether it was a superficial refinement. I was led to see quite clearly that it was only external:
everything that you are supposed to see partakes of this most desirable
quality, but the English contrive to neglect it in what you are not
importance of the staircase in this scheme is
supposed to
amply demonstrated by the carpenter and joiner, Abraham Swan,
in his design (1757) for Blair Castle in Perthshire.i4

see.'he

Fig. 5.

Title Page and a plate from rl Xeto Book of Hunting Trophies Engrav'd from lhe Designs of lhe
C'elebraled Monsieur Hi/el ProPerlp adaPled lo lhe ~eui Melhod of Ornamenting Rooms O'creens mith Prints,
Sold by Vivares al lhe Go/den Head in Ctreal ~VecoPort Street, c.1750.The Chippendale Society.

Fig. 6.

Piclure frames

Chippendale

Society.

for Print

Rooms,

March

15, 1754, by Frans;ois Vivares, engraving.

The

In 1762 Lady Louisa Conolly wrote to thank her sister for sending
prints from London, adding 'I have not had time to do my Print room
apartment she subsequently created at Castletown near
Dublin suggests that the copper-plate engraved borders, swags,
ribbons and frames (Plate 6) used to mount the prints, if not the prints
after Old and Modern Masters themselves, which were cut out and
pasted to the walls, were supplied by Francois Vivares (1709 —80),
an emigree from Geneva who had settled in London in 1727 and
maintained a well-known shop in Newport Street near Leicester
Fields (now Square). A Catalogue of Prints Ingraved by Francis Uivares.
Sold at the Authors Print Shop published in the 1760's'ists engravings,
mainly landscapes, by Claude, Gainsborough,
Pannini, Gaspard
Poussin, Rembrandt, Teniers, Wootton and others as well as small,
often unbound collections of engravings such as a group of six ruins
by Piranesi, four 'Small Fancies'y Watteau, 'A Book of
Augustus Heckel, six leaves of 'Chanys'chimneys)
by Gliziere
(almost certainly the Peter Glazier discussed in plate 7), which cost
between 1 and 8 shillings each set. There were also books of prints by
Boucher, Natoire, Vanloo and others 'in the Manner of Chalk', that
is, coloured engravings printed from several plates to faithfully
reproduce pastel technique, and Vivares also sold 'all Sorts of the
Best Borders, Festoons and Trophies, R.c. Likewise all Sorts of Prints
for Hanging Rooms'. These, like the chalk manner engravings,
emphasized the illusionistic character of much of mid-eighteenth
interior decoration." A collection of decorative prints bound in a
folio dated 1757 recently acquired by The Chippendale Society (on
permanent loan to Temple Newsam House) contains among other
items a group (Plate 5) engraved by Vivares after the Frenchman,
Christopher Hiiet, which appears in the Catalogue as a 'Book of
ls 6d, based on items published
Trophies Dead Game'riced
originally in Paris in 1741 as 7rojees de chasse.
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Fig. 7.

7uo drareingsfor

a room scheme,

e. 1 750, by Peter Glazier, pen and grey wash. Leeds City Art Galleries.

Little is known about Peter Glazier, who signed a group of drawings
for lull-blooded rococo chimneypieces, overmantles, pier tables, glasses
and room schemes now in the Leeds collections, other than that he
made similar designs and contributed to Matthew Lock's A Nett) Book
of Ornaments for Looking C~/ass Frames, c.1750.'" Three drawings for
the complete decoration of rooms (two are shown) had been cut-out
sometime in their life 1'r reassembly so that the client could gain a
better idea of the room's appearance. It might be that the more
precisely drawn architectural elements are by another hand, to which
alternative
including
Glazier added his elaborate ornament,
suggestions for the overdoors. This decoration would then have been
reinterpreted by the plasterworker.
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New Light on Old Interiors
ADRIAN BUDGE
Several articles have appeared over the past
twenty years on the major interiors at Temple
Newsam and others have recorded such features
as the kitchen and Victorian Chapel before their
removal.'ttempts
have also been made to
suggest past features of the house from archival
reresearch, such as Sir Arthur Ingram's
modelling, and from archaeological excavations
including
the Tudor east wing.2 However,
another approach has recently been taken,
focussing systematically on the structural evidence
of the building and on decorative fragments
surviving there, either in situ or amongst debris
in voids.'hese investigations seek to recreate,
on paper at least, the appearance of the main
interiors from the time of Sir Arthur Ingram
through the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries.
Fascinating new information has emerged about
Jacobean and Georgian ornamental plasterwork,
the use of wallpapers in the eighteenth century,
the colour schemes of paint work, and even
textiles and woodwork. It appears that a thorough
exploration of Temple Newsam behind the
present wall surfaces, below the floors and above
the ceilings will reveal much information about
the forms and decoration of rooms at particular
periods, and that in conjunction
with the
documentary evidence it should be possible to
record many rooms as they were re-modelled or
re-decorated by successive generations of owners.
This article reports on some of the progress made
towards understanding the gradual development
of the house to its present form.
The Long Gallery and Library survive to
the improvements
of the seventh
represent
Viscount Irwin with a completeness unusual for
Temple Newsam. Not only their elaborate
decorative plasterwork and woodwork remain,
but the Gallery also has much of its original
furniture. However, two interesting aspects of
the Gallery's development can be clarified by
'archaeological'nd
combining
archival
evidence —changes in wall coverings which have
occurred since the 1740's and, with greater
difficulty, the nature of the Long Gallery existrecord the
ing until the 1730's. Photographs
Gallery before and during its stripping in 1940,
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when the present red damask was hung, and show
the flock wallpaper previously there. This paper,
of which a fragment is visible in Fig. 00, had a
bold pattern of vases and flowers in red and was
hung in 1827 for Lady Hertford.4 The precise
dating of this re-decoration raises the question
of what wall covering existed in the Gallery in
the previous eighty years. A search beneath the
floor revealed some small fragments of a green
flock wallpaper with a floral pattern, which may
provide the answer. This discovery suggests
strongly that in the 1740's the new Gallery was
hung with a flock paper in green rather than red,
and that the latter colour may only have been
introduced at the close of the Georgian period.s
Although insufficient of the green paper remains
to reconstruct its pattern, there are similarities
between it and the green flock wallpaper hung
in the Green Drawing Room at Clandon Park
in about 1732; it is hoped that a bill mentioning
the Gallery paper will eventually be traced,
confirming the evidence of the fragments.
The appearance of'he Gallery before its
rebuilding began in 1737 is an important and
difficult problem, but one to which both structural
and documentary evidence suggest some answers.
The former room's shape is indicated by the
aerial view engraved by Kip (Fig. 14) and by
the series of photographs taken of the brickwork
exposed before redecoration in 1940 (Fig. 8).
Kip shows two well separated chimneys on the
north side, indicating the widely spaced locations
of the seventeenth century chimneypieces when
the Gallery extended to the east end of the wing,
before the present cross-wall creating the Library
was built in 1738 —9. Kip also includes a chimney
stack on the southern side of the Gallery and
while only two fireplaces were recorded in 1666
there were three in 1721.'he set of photographs
confirms the considerable extent of Georgian
rebuilding, with different brickwork indicating
that the three southerly windows, now seen only
from the exterior for the sake of regularity, were
bricked up in the 1730's, but had been reduced in
size sometime earlier. Concerning wall treatment, the photographs show that the seventeenth
century gallery was largely plastered; on some

Fig. 8. The western chimneypiece in the Long Gallery, showing the north wall stripped for redecoration in 1940. A fragment
ol'he red flock paper, hung in the Gallery in 1827, is visible in the chimneypiece frame. Plaster with marbled painting survives
to the left ol the chimneypiece.

The stone and brickwork show major structural changes, including a blocked window on the right.

parts of the north wall marbled painting survived
(Fig. 8), and a small 1'ragment of a painted
strapwork pattern remained on the west wall. On
the south wall plaster there was found a pencil
sketch of ornamental foliage, but this probably
dates from about 1740. Archival sources indicate
that the Gallery was wainscotted in the 1630's,
and the 1666 Inventory records 96 paintings
hanging there.
The best surviving traces of the Jacobean
Gallery's decoration are the sections of plaster

rococo plaster of the Library on
the north, east and south walls. The rather
primitive pattern comprises sprawling stems
bearing various flowers, buds, leaves, cornucopiae
and bird heads, combined with strapwork
elements, a fluted pilaster, scrolls and a shield
with lion supporter.
The fragment on the
southern wall is cruder than the rest, perhaps
indicating that it relates to one of the four lobbies
mentioned in connection with the room.s The
remains of a similar Jacobean plaster frieze with
1'rieze behind the
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Fig. 9. Plaster frieze, c1630, on the east wall of the Chapel Chamber on the ground Hoor of the North wing. The height of the
frieze is 1.15m; the total surviving pieces measure 6.8m on the east wall and 4m on the north wall; the section illustrated is about
3. 3m in length.

trailing stems, buds, leaves, and luxuriant
blossoms also survive above the ceiling of the
south lobby, immediately west of the Gallery,
indicating a related scheme continuing
of decorative Jacobean plasterwork
can be seen behind the scenes in several parts of
the house, indicating how widespread
such
friezes were. In the west wing these include small
floral fragments above the staff library on the
ground floor; in Room VII on the first floor and
in the Bretton Room on the top floor'. In the
north wing on the ground floor there is the largest
surviving section of frieze on the east and north
walls of a storeroom, once part of the Chapel
Chamber
(Fig. 9). This pattern comprises
coarse, swirling stems bearing large and small
flowers, bunches of grapes, acorns, oak and other
leaves, fleurs de lys, lion masks and centring on a
cartouche containing a male head." Floral
elements from this pattern recur in the west wing
plasterwork, and also in one of the most interesting
which
survivals
of Jacobean ornamentation,
remains behind the Victorian panelling and
frieze on the east wall of the Darnley Room. This
double layer frieze comprises stems, leaves,
flowers, acorns and strapwork and is especially
remarkable for retaining parts of its colour
scheme, including gilding. Pink and blue painted
there.'ragments
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marbling also survives here, below the frieze's
cornice on a corner of the projecting central
section of the wall, which accommodated the
chimneypiece. It is ironic that this early seventeenth century decoration is now concealed not
only by boarding covered by two wallpapers,"
but also behind Mrs. Meynell Ingram's replica
Jacobean plasterwork.
From an area of the seventeenth century ceiling
of the Darnley Room, preserved behind the
present frieze, it is clear that it was slightly lower
than the present one. Unfortunately no decoration is visible on the remaining section, but its
small size cannot wholly rule out a pattern.
There is only one ornamented Jacobean ceiling
now known at Temple Newsam, preserved below
the floor of the room lying north of the Darnley
Room. This ceiling formerly decorated the ground
or
floor room that formed the withdrawing
serving room to the Dining Room, now Director's
Office, below the Darnley Room. The hidden
ceiling is patterned with a geometrical arrangement of moulded ribs with large bosses at their
intersections and with roses and fleurs de lys
contained in the principal panels. This ceiling
was concealed in about 1768 when the height of
the room was lowered about 75 cm, but its pattern
was copied in the nineteenth century and used in

Fig. 10. Plaster frieze, cl630, on the north wall of the withdrawing room to the Darnley Room. Another fragment survives on
thc lormer east wall of the room. The height ol'he frieze is approximately 50cm.
Fig. 11. Plaster frieze, c1630, on thc north wall ol'he Great Chamber or Dining Room. The surviving fragment is about
46cm high, and its upper edge is about 70cm above the present corridor's ceiling. The full pattern repeat is about 1.8m, and traces
ol'it also survive on the west wall of the room.

Fig. 1'2. Fragments ol plasterwork from the north wall ot'he 1'ormer staircase, built about 1768 and replaced in 1894. The
Vitruvian scroll band is 13cm high, and the horizontal repeat is 19cm. The guillochc moulding has a repeat of6cm, and the waterlcal'decoration of the roundels is 3cm in breadth.

the Darnley

Room. Two other plaster friezes,

of different patterns to those already mentioned
survive from Sir Arthur Ingram's
striking frieze of strapwork elements

house. A
forming a
band of compartments containing alternately a
rectangular nailhead and an oval jewel in mount
(Fig. 10) was discovered in thc withdrawing
room, north of the Darnley Room. This plasterwork is unlike any other found in the house,
whereas all the others share certain characteristics
in common through varying considerably. The
last of these surviving ornamental friezes is now
in the South wing roof void, above the south
corridor's ceiling. This design combines bold,
indented straps bearing bird heads and cornucopiae with trailing stems and leaves, and
centres on a ring and rope motif (Fig. 11). This
frieze decorated. the Great Dining Room or
Chamber, which occupied on the first floor the
same area as the Great Hall below. This important
room was drastically remodelled at the end of
the eighteenth century when the present corridor
and series of bedrooms and dressing rooms were
created. Recreating an impression of this room
in Stuart times is just possible by combining
documentary
and structural
evidence. Kip's
engraving (Fig. 14) shows the entirely different
disposition of the bays in the South wing before
Lady Irwin's remodelling here in the 1790's.'s
The frieze of which fragments survive was
the decoration
presumably
amongst
richly
painted by Daniel in several colours and embellished with gold leaf in 1637 —8,'4 creating one
of the most important interiors of Sir Arthur'
mansion.
Decorative fragments are still lacking for the
Great Hall, leaving written evidence alone to
suggest such features as its carved wooden screen
composed of columns, capitals and pedestals,
which were painted with marbling in 1687."
At the same time the wainscot was walnut
grained, the stone chimneypiece painted, its two
cyphers were gilded, while the eight 'heroes'r
'Caesars'eads'n pedestals were gilded and
their drapery was marbled. By contrast, interesting structural clues have survived for the former
Great Staircase, which until about 1768 lay
immediately west of the Hall, on the site of the
present Terrace Room and the passage to the
Oak Stairs. In the void over the Terrace Room's
ceiling one can clearly see on the southern side
traces of a landing at first floor level and marks
of the handrail and posts descending down the

eastern wall." The stairs probably reached a
landing along its north wall, where fragments of a
Tudor, stone arched doorway mark the way onto
the west wing's first floor; they then descended
again down the western wall to ground level. Kip
illustrates an external door here, with two oddly
placed windows above it. The stairs opened onto
the Hall and Lower Dining Room, or Parlour,
on the ground floor, while the upper landing
served the Great Chamber and the Darnley
Room. Documentary sources tell us that the
staircase was decorated in 1687 with fifty painted
shields upon supporting figures, had doorcases
with architectural frontispieces and that in 1666
it was hung with twenty paintings and in 1721
with fifty five!
The old staircase's removal in about 1768 and
its replacement by a new one on the site of the
present Oak Stairs must have been one of the
major upheavals in the house's development, yet
little archival evidence survives.'owever,
recent investigations behind the oak panelling
and above the ceiling of the Oak Stairs have
revealed much about the Georgian Staircase's
walls. The eighteenth century stairs are known
only from Victorian plans,'howing
a flight of
steps rising from the centre of the ground floor
to a landing on the first floor of the West wing
and then up to the first floor of the south wing
by two flights on the east and west walls. There
were no windows in this staircase, which was lit
by a lantern surmounting a dome.~~ Considerable
evidence of the wall treatment survives, indicating
that the walls were plastered and painted a sandygrey stone colour, with a pattern of horizontal
and vertical lines slightly raised on the surface to
suggest the jointing marks ol neatly cut stonework. On the north wall above the first floor was a
segmental arch, spanning
the width of the
staircase hall, decorated with an elegant band of
Vitruvian scroll and having a guilloche moulding
on its underside (Fig. 12). In the spandrels of this
arch were two roundels with simple waterlcaf
mouldings (Fig. 12), apparently framing plain
fields. At ground floor level were round headed
niches in the centre of the south wall and in the
present bay of the east wall, which was then blind.
Traces of the south wall arch have been exposed,
showing a band of small guilloche decoration
running on its underside.
The Georgian Staircase's construction caused
considerable disruption to adjacent parts of the
house, besides the creation of two new rooms in
19

Fragment of flock wallpaper, c1740. 1'ound ahove the doorway linking the Red Corridor with the Upper West Room.
rtical repeat of'th< pattern is 8cm. Along the top edge of the paper was a narrow frieze ol'running scroll pattern in the
same flock.

Fig. 13.

nph<

1'ull v<

place of the former stairs. These rooms were
originally the full width of the wing and their
present crosswalls creating the corridors must
have been inserted as part of Lady Irwin's remodelling. The previously much grander scale
of these two rooms opening onto the staircase
explains the presence of the large apse containing
the doorway from the south corridor to the stairs.
The scale ol'his arch is now totally out
to the small space it is confined by.
A similar apse surrounded the doorway from the
present hall passage to the staircase, and above
the panelling over the doorway there remains
part of its former domed plaster structure which
interestingly indicates the use of paints of slightly
differing shades as part of'the decorative scheme.
The insertion of the staircase necessitated
reductions in size of five other rooms,a'hich
ol'roportion
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previously extended further east and opened
onto the corridors which ran along the three
floors ol the west wing. In each case the rooms
were re-planned involving reductions in ceiling
height, such as that of the concealed Jacobean
ceiling mentioned above, and changes in the
location of chimneypieces. Interesting evidence
of the decorative scheme of the Upper West Room
prior to its re-modelling was recently discovered
in a void above the doorway linking the present
room to the red corridor. On an area of the north
wall ol'he former, larger room there survived a
fragment of early eighteenth century reddishbrown Hock wallpaper (Fig. 13) which must
have been bricked in during the late 1760's.
Other tiny scraps of wallpaper and textile wall
coverings, which seem to relate to the scheme
chosen for the newly created room on the first

floor of the west wing, (Room VI), have also
been recently retrieved by climbing behind the
false chimney into an arched alcove which it
conceals. Fragments of a light- and mid-blue
striped wallpaper, and of a blue fabric, were
found here, according with the room's former
name 'Blue Striped', which may be that referred
to in Michael Simpson's bill to Lord Irwin
'To 21 Pieces of fine blue striped Paper @ 6Jg6-6-0'or 'My Lord's Bedchamber and

.....

Dressing Room'n 1770.'z Such a conjunction
of archival and material evidence may be
unusual,
and there certainly remain many
important questions to be answered, but it is
undoubtedly true that during the past few years
our understanding of the development of Temple
Newsam over the centuries has grown enormously
as a result of combining the documentary and
structural evidence to synthesise as complete a
picture of the House as possible."
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Archives and Archaeology
Temple Newsam House

at

DAVID HILL

Temple Newsam House is the product of five
centuries of change as successive owners have
each imposed their own taste, personality, and
on the house. Fortuparticular requir'ements
ever managed
to
no one owner
nately,
completely erase all traces of the past, and
survivals from each phase of rebuilding and
mod ernisation
remain preserved
within the
house. Temple Newsam thus incorporates nearly
five hundred years of building history within a
single house, and new research, both archival
and archaeological, is beginning to piece together
a more detailed picture of its evolution than has
ever been possible before. A whole range of
different types of source material presents itself
as the evidence from which the history of the
house can be derived, and this article offers an
introduction to these sources.
One of the oldest documents to survive is an
'Inventorie of the goodes and chatelles of Therle
of Lenoxe remaynynge at Temple Newsome...
in 1565 when Queen Elizabeth I confiscated all the English property of Matthew
Stuart, 4th Earl of Lennox. Matthew Stuart was
the father of Lord Darnley who was born at
Temple Newsam in 1545, and the Inventory
gives us a good idea of what the house was like
in the year that Darnley married Mary, Queen
of Scots, and was proclaimed King of Scotland.
The best room in the house was the 'Greate
Chambre'hich occupied the space above the
Hall on the first floor of the South Wing, until
it was split up into three different rooms in the
1790's. The value of the goods in the Great
Chamber came to the considerable sum for the
time of $250.2.8 and while the list is too long to
be republished here in its entirety, perhaps some
idea can be given of its richness
a Frenche
gowne of clothe of'tisshew... a bearing clothe f'r a
childe of cremysyn velvett lyned with powdred
armynze [ermines]... a tester [bedcanopy] of
clothe of golde and silver with the armes of
Therle &. his wife imbrodered & curtens of
'aken

'...
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'n

addition
yellowe and white sarcenett...
there were chairs of 'olde clothe of golde...
silver and sattan... ', one of 'russet sattan',
and another of 'wallnuttree & wroughte'. There
were cushions in striped and coloured silks and
velvets, a pair of virginalls, 'six peces ofhanginges
of olde imagerye', and a 'glegetable', which was
an early version of billiards, together with
carpets, curtains, cupboards, tables, quilts, and
a pole-axe. There were also some interesting
portraits: Henry VII, Mary Tudor, King Phillip
of Spain, 'the olde Scottishe Quene
of Henry VI I), the Earl of Lennox and
his wife (daughter of Queen Margaret), their
son, Lord Darnley, and Lord Daubigny, Matthew
Margrete'daughter

Stuart's brother.
Perhaps the most interesting room mentioned
by the Inventory, however, is 'Lorde Dernleys
Chambr'ith its 'Twelve fetherbeddes...six
peces of tapistrie of huntynge and hawkinge...
one bedstede with gil'tt postes... [and]... four
olde curtens of sattan of Bridges [i.e. Bruges]'.
Unfortunately no trace now remains of this room,
and the room which at present bears Lord
Darnley's name does not appear to have been
built until sixty years after his death. From the
1565 Inventory we can deduce that the original
site of Darnley's room was at the East end of the
South Wing, beyond the Great Chamber, and
while the room itself survived until the South
Wing was remodelled in the 1790's it was
extended to the South in 1633 4, when an
'Inner Chamber'as added at the same time as
the Kitchen was extended below it.2 Parts of the
however,
in
Tudor house have survived,
particular the exterior brickwork of the West
Wing with its distinctive diaper pattern. Inside
this wing, the centre room on its top floor (now
known as the Bretton Room) can be identified
in the
with the 'Highe Wardroppe'isted
Inventory,s and some of its original features
the stone fireplace, doorcases, and window arch,
can still be seen in situ.

Fig. 14.

TemPle Jvetcsam in t6'99 (detail7, engraving by lan Kip after Leonard KnyA; 1702. Many features can be identified
with those painted by Henry Long in 1687, including the 'Clock Turr< tt.'; 'the garden door' on the South Front of the house
at the loot of the original staircase; 'the banketting house' at the far end of the South Terrace; the 'bakehouse',
'washouse', probably in the range to the left of'he outer court, and the 'best stable'nd 'common stable'o the right; 'the
great gates in the kitchyn yard' at the near end of the South Terrace; 'the porters Lodge gate'nd th« '8 collums of'he Gatehouse marbled'
across the front of the courtyard; and the 'bowling green'eyond the house with its 'peers Br. pyne apples't
the gates.
'brewhouse'nd

The Great Chamber was converted into a
Dining-Room by Sir Arthur Ingram during his
rebuilding of 1622 to 1638,4 and while no traces
of the Tudor room remain, considerable portions
of Sir Arthur's plaster frieze survive, concealed
above the present ceiling level (Fig. 11). The
accounts for the period record the names of two
plasterers, Nicholas Booth and Francis Gunby,
who were both also described as 'fretters', and
perhaps the stylistic differences that can be seen
between the various surviving
of
fragments
Jacobean plasterwork
at Temple Newsam
(Figs. 9 —11), can be attributed to their individual
manners. On the one hand there is a more
naturalistic style based on vine leaves, grapes and
other figurative elements,.(Fig. 9), and on the
other hand is a more abstract strapwork style,
which had become popular in England towards
the end of the sixteenth century (Fig. 10). This

style originated in Flanders and Holland, and
the presence in the bills of Mr. Haunce, 'the
Dutch carver',s who was responsible for the
carving of the Hall screen and other work in
this period, might indicate one of the ways in
which it became established in England.
Sir Arthur Ingram's Great Dining Room
must have been one of the last rooms to have
been finished in his rebuilding,s for the painting
of it is recorded in the Archive for the years
1637 —38. The painter, Daniel, made an agreement for work to paint it for g3 on 31 December
1637, and he had finished by 5 February 1638,
when he was paid in full. The scheme must have
been both colourful and rich, for a Mr. Todd of
York supplied colours for Daniel on 31 December
and 15 January,'nd ten books of gold leaf for
gilding on each of these occasions. Sir Arthur
also built in Yorkshire at Sheriff Hutton in
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1619—1624, but Temple Newsam,

bought in
1622, seems to have been intended as his principal
monument to judge from the amount of money
and effort that was lavished upon it. Nevertheless
Sir Arthur never actually lived here and he only
made occasional short visits, mainly to superintend work in progress. He preferred instead
his house at York, where his stature was such
that in the 1640's he was favoured with a visit
from King Charles I. The account-books of
Sir Arthur's steward, John Matteson, preserved
in the Archive, record that for the first of these
visits in 1641, the shopping list included: 2000
oysters to save to bake at the King's coming:
Sweetmeats bought to save for the King; 4 Fat
Turkeys; A great salmon; A quire of gilt paper 1'r
the King to write on; 100 tenter hooks for the
King's Chamber to hang his clothes on; 8
Chickens; 45 Partridges, 36 Teales and 12
Mallards; 12 Snipes and 24 Plovers; 6 Pheasants
and 360 egges. 'The waits of the City'ere paid
g2 'to play the King's meat up't dinner. Everything had to be perl'ect for the King, and the
account for the second visit in 1642 includes 1/6
paid to labourers for the leading away of manure
that 'was noisome to His

Arthur Ingram the Younger (d.1655)
nor either of his sons, Thomas (d.1660), or
Henry (d.1665), seem to have made any
important alterations to Temple Newsam, and
the Inventory drawn up in 1666" following the
Majesty.'either

Fig. 15.

(38.1/79).

The Prospect

of

Temple Xetosam from

[...]

death of Henry, 1st Viscount Irwin, probably
records the house substantially as it was in Sir
Arthur Ingram's time. The Great Dining Room
contained: 'ffour peeces of Tapestry Hangings,
Eighteen chairs amd a Carpet carnacon, figured
stuffe and one little Table, ffoure Large pictures
and two chimney pictures, A paire of Andiron,
a paire of Tonges, a paire of Bellowes, foure
window curtaines of Bayes amd five curtaine
Rodds'. The room at the end of the South Wing
which was formerly Lord Darnley's room, was
described as 'the Best Chambr over the
contained: 'Five peeces and a halfe of
Tapestry hangings, One Crimson Damask Bed,
two elbow Chaires, seaven Backe chaires and two
stooles, one side table, one carpett, two stands,
one foote Turkey Carpett, one Downe Bedd
Boulster and two pillowes, one Quilt, three
Blanketts amd a Counterpoint, one old sarcenett
Quilt, ffoure Searge Curtaines about the Bedd
and two Window Curtaines, seaven Curtaine
Rodds and an old paire of Bellowes and a
Kitching'nd

Bedstead.'dward,

the elder son of Henry, 1st Viscount
Irwin, was still only three years ol'ge when his
1'ather died in August 1666 and left him the title
and the estate. Although it became necessary
for the Trustees to engage John Etty ol'ork to
re-roof the West Wing in 1675 —6," it would
seem unlikely that they would have had any
decorative work carried out. Edward came into

ftrst outer court, artist unknown,

pen and ink,

c1712. Leeds City Art Galleries

It't

g2ah4.,
Fig. 16. '24i8 of Festoon's to the Sides at 2s p
from Thomas Perritt's bill for plastering the Long Gallery,
—
1748 5 (detail from LAS TN EA 12/10h
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in 1683, made the Grand Tour in
1678 81, and on his return petitioned the Lord
Chancellor successfully that his allowance be
increased from
200 to 1000 per annum. In
August 1685, aged twenty-two years, he married
Elizabeth Sherard, who brought with her a
jointure of 1200 p.a. as well as her father'
marriage portion of 8000. She also brought
with her great expectations, for she was the only
daughter and heiress of Lord Sherard, Baron of
his majority

$

$

$

Leitrim, Ireland.
Almost immediately

$

the 2nd Viscount set about
income, and between
June 1687 and March 1688 he had much of
Temple Newsam repainted. The painter was
Henry Long, apparently a London craftsman,'a
and no expense was spared on the job. Long's bill
survives in the Archive, and it provides us with
an invaluable guide to the house at this time.
Many features described in the bill can be made
spending

his new-found

out in the engraving published by Jan Kip in
1702 (Fig. 14), including the 'Clock Turrett',
the 'Garden Door'n the South Front at the
bottom of the original staircase, the Kitchen
Yard, and the 'peers k pyne apples on the
bowling green'eyond the house. Not only does
the bill act as an interesting guide to the outside
of the house, it also tells us much about the
interior. Henry Long seems to have made a
particularly splendid job of the Hall, and the
bill describes painting the Hall door on the inside;
the Stone Chimney pier in the Hall; eight
pedestals for the 'Heroes'r 'Cesars'o stand on,
gilding their eight heads and marbelling their
drapery;" painting the columns, pedestals and
capitals of the Hall screen; and, finally, painting
the two ciphers in the Hall, and gilding the cock
(Ingram crest), coronett, and ornaments to them
belonging. The splendour carried on elsewhere
in the house, and Long used up six thousand,
four hundred leaves of gold in gilding the withdrawing room alone.'s It is to be hoped that
Edward's heiress wife was suitably impressed,
for, sadly, the couple never occupied Temple
Newsam. Edward died in the year the painting
was completed, 1688, aged only twenty-six years,
the same age at which his father had died. It was
left to Arthur, 3rd Viscount Irwin to reap the
benefits of his elder brother's work, and he moved
into Temple Newsam in 1689. Arthur lived at
Temple Newsam until his death in 1702, and
while there is a record of him making substantial
alterations in parts of the house in 1689 —
seems every possibility that the exterior of
the house as it appeared in the Kip engraving,
was largely as Edward had left it in 1688.
The next major phase of building work
followed the marriage of Rich, 5th Viscount
Irwin to Anne Howard on 8 May 1718. Anne
was the daughter of the 3rd Earl of Carlisle, and
at Castle Howard.
the couple honeymooned
While they were away Rich had the house repainted, as the 2nd Viscount had done before
him, and the bill that his painter, William
Addinell lef't, (App. 1) is an interesting document
of the sorts of colours and techniques that
were in use at this time. The Hall, again,
came in for special treatment, and Addinell
painted the pillars in 'Egyptian Marble', the
larger pillars in 'Black R. Green Marble', and the
rest of the Hall in white marble and 'Wallnut
paint'. Elsewhere in the house Addinell applied
'pearle colour', 'Black varnishing', blue paint
90,'here
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'pouder Blew', and an effect of
Oke'. These eff'ects must have been a
particular selling point for the craftsmen of the
mixed
'vaind

from

day, and the competition between them seems
to have been fierce. A letter from one such
craftsman, Thomas Fish, survives in the Archive,
and illuminates this quite clearly:
Sir,
September 25th.
I was infformed that you had occasion
for a Painter & I being one that fformerly
wrought at Tempellnesom
shall be very
ready to serve iff you have aney occasion.
I will do ye bussness with my one hand much
better that Mr Whittes or aney thatt he is
capeable of doing &. att a reasonabler ratte.
If you pleas i will undertake to perfform ye
Bussness Well &. Secure att 12 pence per
yard either of aney Sort of Marvell or
any Sort of wood work. I can perfforme
you aney other Sort of Painting if you have
aney occasion & ifl ye work be primed i will
do itt for less considerable.
So, Sir, iff you have aney occasion
will be pleased to send I will watte one you
with all Sorts of patterons of maney new
things thatt Mr White knowes nothing of
which are very Rich &. shall be don verey
Reasonabley by me, Tho Fish, painter att
att Sr Godff'ere Copplese att
present
Spradburah neare Doncaster Yorkshire"
Unfortunately, Lord Irwin again hardly lived
long enough to enjoy either the company of his
new bride or the benefits of his newly decorated
home, for he died in 1721, only two years after
the painting was complete.
Before he died he also had the misfortune to
lose heavily in the collapse of the South Sea
Company, and this may have put a premature
end to the programme of work that was being
carried out by the architect William Etty of
York." Apart from work inside the house, and
the construction of an underground
passage
beneath the courtyard, this also involved the
destruction of the pavilions, balustrade wall,
and gateway which had closed ofl'he open side
of the courtyard. Fortunately a record of these
was preserved for us in both the Kip engraving
(Fig. 14) and in another drawing of'he same
period which was purchased by Temple Newsam
in 1979, and is here published for the first time
(Fig. 15). To judge from Henry Long's painting
bill of 1687 which mentioned painting 'the 8
collums of ye Gatehouse Marbled', and 'giulding
26

& painting the upper part of ye gate with shields,
coates of Armes, Coronet ts, Ciphers & Trophees',
this must have been a particularly
splendid
feature, and one can only speculate whether
Etty intended to replace it with something of his
own," The South Sea crash seems to have put an
end to all but the most vital repairs and maintainance work until after 1727 when a private
act of Parliament mortgaged the estate and at
least restored it to liquidity. It was a further ten
years until decorative work started again.
Henry 7th Viscount Irwin inherited Temple
Newsam on the death of his brother Arthur on
26 May 1736, but he was not as pleased with his
inheritance as one might perhaps have expected.
On 15 March 1738 he wrote to his mother to
complain: 'three Law suits entailed upon me
and an old house over my head. Ye Gallery side
has been so miserably neglected that ye middle
window has left ye main wall & ye brick work is
crack'd from top to Bottom. Ye workmen say it
must be immediately
pulled down or it will
come of it self & do more mischief.'ittle or
no work seems to have been done to the Gallery
since Sir Arthur's time over one hundred years
before, and as it apparently stood derelict for
some time —the 1702 Inventory" describes its
sole contents as 'one parcell of Rape seed' its
condition must have been in desperate need of
attention.
Henry managed to settle his affairs sufficiently
for him to embark on an ambitious scheme of
modernisation
which included creating a new
Library and Saloon out of the old Long Gallery
in the North Wing, redecorating the whole suite
of rooms on the first floor of the West Wing and
the downstairs dining room, as well as a grand
design for the outbuildings and stable blocks as
a result of which the present stable block came
into being.~~ Again, for whatever reason, the
scheme was only partly completed, but the work
in the house was probably all carried out. This
phase is one of the best documented in the whole
history of the house, and virtually every aspect
of the creation of the Long Gallery in the years
1738 —1746 is recorded in detail. The Temple
Newsam Archive contains the original bills and
accounts 1'r the work done by the masons,
bricklayers, carpenters, joiners, plasterers and
glasiers, as well as the recently discovered bill
1'r the suite ot''urniture supplied for the newly
completed room in 1746 by James Pascall
The documents make it possible to
ol'ondon.

t

Vigt.

a,a
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Tit» Long ftall»ry al 7»mple Aenttam

tn t»78»,

after restoration and repainting.
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Fig. 18. 'for two Rich Gerandolls with two branches and
Six Lights Gilt in burnished gold't $50, 1'rom James Pascalrs
bill for furnishing the Long Gallery, 0 August 1746 (LAS TN
F.A 12/10).

the chronology of the creation of
Gallery in some detail and to
identify virtually all the surviving work with a
historical record. Some of the bills, such as that
given in by Thomas Perritt of York for the
plasterwork," itemise every detail, and it is
fascinating to match up the mouldings recorded
in the bill with those of the surviving plasterwork (Fig. 16).

reconstruct
the Long

The most exciting recent discovery, however,
has been the bill for the suite of''urniture which

was made for the Long Gallery on its completion
in 1746, and which survives virtually intact at
Temple Newsam today (Fig. 17). This magnificent Rococco ensemble of'wenty chairs, one
daybed, four settees, two pairs of tables, two
girandoles and eight candlestands can now be
documented as the work of James Pascall
a virtually unknown craftsman, but
who must now be ranked as one of the finest of
his day. Much of the furniture had already been
ascribed to Pascal124 on the strength of a tantalising
note: r9 Aug 1746 James Pascall 4 Tables,
of'ondon,

$

2 Settees etc. 364.16.0'. This was made about
1930 in a book of transcripts by Edmund
Pawson,25 but apparently its significance was
not realised at the time, and the bill shortly
afterwards disappeared. It turned up finally in a
bundle of correspondence to which it did not

for the rest of it had been numbered
belong,
before the Pascall bill joined it. The reappearance
of the bill, however, now certainly documents
the pair of spectacular girandoles as Pascall's
work (Fig. 18), and not that of Matthias Lock,
as had previously been suggested."
The bill lists every piece with its price (see
App. 2) and even gives details of the materials
involved in the upholstery —'caddis'nd
well as the costs of packing case, paper and
leather covers, warehousing, nails and screws.'"
The four settees came to 28.14.0;the chairs were
two and a half guineas each; the couch came to
8.10.0 (including covering): the tables were
rather more expensive, and the two small
console tables which stand in the Gallery today
came to 34.0.0, and the 'two Rich Carved table
frames for Marble Slabbs Gilt in burnished gold,
this article very cheap they are Rich and well
done'ame to 42.0.0.'he eight candlestands
worked out at 28.13.6 per pair, and the most
expensive items of all were the two girandoles at
50. These, Pascall apologised, were more
expensive than had been estimated, but he
argued they were nevertheless 'five pounds a
pease cheaper than I could have Charged or
that Many would have done...
reason he
could do everything so cheaply, he explained,
was that 'I am ye Maker my Self and does Every
thing at ye first hand'.
The accompanying letter is a quite extraordinary bonus, and Pascall was conscientious
enough to send instructions for cleaning the new
furniture:
hence when Durte-and time by
damps, or otherways (has) taken of any of the
Lustre of ye Gilt work, youl pleas(e) order a
Carefull Servant to take a Clean drey
Napkin, or Ragg not too Coarse and Wipe them
where there is occasion, first taking a pair of
bellows to blow the Dust from ye Ground, or a
Soft brush that has long hairs, this once a year
will be Sufficient to keep them allways Clean,
if you Make much Use of them...
letter
also illuminates the historical context in which
the Gallery was created, for at the end of it
Pascall asks for an advance in the sum to be paid
on delivery:
if you would be So good as to
'shalloon's

$

$

$

$
$

$

'he

'...

[...]

'he

'...

Send me 200 pounds it would be of Great Service
to me, having had a very badd time for Receving
Money by this Latte rebellion has done me a
great deall of Loss.'he date of Pascall's bill is
9 August 1746, and the 'latte rebellion'as the
1745 Jacobite uprising. Lord Irwin raised money
and men from the West Riding of Yorkshire to
assist George II, and the fact that the rebellion
was in full cry as the plasterwork of the Gallery
was finished in 1745, may account for the fact
that the ceiling incorporates thirteen portrait
roundels of the Hanoverian Royal family.
In 1979 the Gallery again became in urgent
need of repair: cracks had appeared in the
plasterwork and the ceiling had sagged alarmingly. Investigation revealed that some of the
massive beams which supported the ceiling were
cracked, and major structural repairs, which
involved supporting
the ceiling from above,
securing the original plasterwork in a bed of
new plaster and copper wire, restoration of the
broken plasterwork and repainting, took three
years to complete. The Library was restored in
1974, and with the Gallery now reopened,
visitors can see most of Henry Ingram's scheme
for the principal apartments on the first floor of
the West and North Wings of Temple Newsam
House. It is for these rooms that Henry might
best be remembered, and this is evidently as he
would have wished. The portrait of Henry Ingram
and his Wife, Anne, painted by Philip Mercier
in about 1741s'hows him holding a design for a
plaster ceiling, and the picture was painted at
about the time that the actual designs for the
Library and the Gallery would have been
approved. Henry's wife, Anne, however, seems
to have been losing patience with the whole
scheme, and on 20 May 1741 she wrote to the
Steward to complain: 'Wilkinson ye plaisterer...
has been hear but two days Since we came...tell
him iff he does not come directly and finish his
work my Lord will send to York for other
workmen. itt is not to be bore to be left in this
durt 8t I suppose itt has been there way ever
Since we have been gone, to work as they
please.'" Her reward, and ours, was one of the
finest suites of rooms of its period in England,
one of the chief glories of Temple Newsam
House.
After the 1740's the documentation
in the
Archive becomes more patchy and it is usually
difficult to relate surviving work to documentary
records. Sometime after 1767,'3 for example,
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the staircase in the South Wing, which may even
have been Tudor, was removed and a new,
stone, one was built on the site of the present oak
staircase. An important bill from John Carr of
York survives (see App. 3) which shows that he was
consulted about altering the whole of the South
Wing and that he made designs of his proposals.
Unfortunately Carr's designs are lost, but drawings by Robert Adam and Capability Brown,
who were also consulted, do survive,s4 and one
of Adam's drawings, shows a very similar design
to the staircase that was actually adopted on a
new site in the West Wing. A plan of about
1890's is the only documentary record of'he
stone staircase to survive, but recent archaeological investigations have uncovered remains from
which it is possible to gather some idea of what
it was like (Fig. 12), and while the surviving
fragments seem to support the attribution to
Carr, the staircase seems to be virtually the only
work by him that was actually carried out in the
house, apart from some work in the hall documented by the present bill. Once again the death
of the owner might have interrupted plans.
Charles, 9th Viscount Irwin, died in 1778, and
it was left to his widow to complete the scheme
in the South Wing in the 1790's under an
architect named William Johnson.
The History of Temple Newsam is 1'ar from
being solved. Evidence, though plentiful, often
comes from a bewildering variety ol'sources, and
its interpretation can be a complicated business
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which often raises more questions than it solves.
Nevertheless the variety of material makes it
possible to approach the subject in a number of
different ways. The documents in the Temple
Newsam Archive often very vividly relate the
lives of its owners, their historical times, their
tastes, and the changes they wrought upon their
home. Often there are details which bring with
them a sharp whiff of the period. The wife of
Capability Brown's foreman at Temple Newsam,
William Stones, for example, broke her leg
from
while removing
to Temple Newsam
in 1770. The accident was a
Northumberland
disaster; the leg swelled up like a football and
turned black; medical care was
eventually
primitive and very expensive, and her husband
does not seem to have been able to take leave to
go to her assistance and in any case was too ill
himself to do anything much for her.'6 That
Stones's letters should have survived at all in the
Temple Newsam Archive suggests that he must
have died at Temple Newsam, and one must
presume that the same fate was not long in
coming to his wife. On 12 December 1702 Lord
Irwin paid five shillings to a 'poor labourer that
had his Leg Broke in the Gravel pitt',
such records throw the lif'estyles of the Ingrams
into sharp relief. The 1'abric of Temple Newsam
not only bears the marks and impress of five
centuries of building history, but its records
bear witness to the times through which it has
evolved.

'nd

Appendix

Tot of'his Bill

I

Wm. Addinell's
EA 12/10).

bill to Lord Irwin,

18 December

1719 (LAS, TN

Starecase once over at 3d pr. yard 266:13 pt
Lower Passage twise over 13 yds 26 pt at 4d pr
passage ditto once over 9 yds 60 pt at 3d
passage ditto vaind Oke 36 yd 12 pt at 4d
Lds Dineing Rome vaind Oke 128 yd 35 pt at 4d pr
ye Hall Wallnut Paint new 9 yd 82 pt at 12d
Do Walnut Varnishing 106 yd 93 pt at 2d
Do Wt Marble 123 yd 68 pt at 6d
Do Egypt. Marble pillers 11 yd 68 pt at 12d
Do Large Pillers Black 8t Green Marble 13 yd 08 pt at
12d
In ye Lower Gallery twise over 304 yd 14 pt at 4d pr
In ye Uper Gallery do. 290 yd. 67 pt at 4d
In Out worke 3 times over 71 yd 24 pt at 6d
To Hall & Chappell dores twise over 8 yd 49 pt at 4d
To window bottoms in yc best Dincing Rome 8t. Chamr.
8 yd 42 pt
To ye Chimney peice in Stewards dineing rome
Too I I Grates blacking at 6d pr
To ye Marble Chimney Peice in my Ld Dineing rome
ye
ye
ye
ye

Sume of'H'orty ffive pounds tenn Shillings in full of this
Bill bv me

3.
0.
0.
0.
2.

0.
0.
3.
0.

s

12. 0
2. 9,t
9. 9
17. 10
l. 10
11. 10

13. 0

l.

5

4. 16. 10

l.

Pasage

To 8 Flameboys delivered to ye Brewer at 18d pr
To ye Withdrawing Rome Pearle colour 182 yds 96 pt at

15s.

7st

0. 2. 10

0. 2. 9
0. 5. 0
0. 5. 6

0. 4. 0

Ditto

To my Lds Lodging rome 133 yds 39 pt at 6d pr
'I'o 10 yards in ye Pantery once over

To my Ladys Dressing rome t wise over 40 yd 26 pt at 4d
To Do 3 times over at 6d 5 yds 39 parts
To Do once over at 2d pr 2 yards 90 parts
fo ye New Sashes Contains 481ights at Id pr light Do.
To Black varnishing my Lady Wrighting Buadore
Octor. ye 8th To 2 pound of Blew pouder at 12d pr lb
To a large Garden Seat painting
To a new Sash window in ye New passage Contains 6

6. 0
0. 3. 6
0. l. 4
0.
3.
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.

4. 10
6. 8
2. 0

I'3.

2.
0.
4.
5.
2.
7.

5

8
6
0
0

0
0

lights

0. 0. 6
0. 7. 0

ld pr

0. 2. 6
0. 4. 0

To my Team Carrying Deals to TempleNewsome
To 5 more Sashes in ye new Passage contains 30 lights at
To

2 dores ye upper part sashes

Apl. 29. 1719 I'or a large Parcell of Cowcomber f'rames
primeing 29 y.$ at 2d pr yard
8r. 18 glass frams at ld pr frame
for 10 lb of pouder Blew
for 600 y. 07 pt at 2d of Primeing about ye fish Pounds
To the new Hall dore 7 y. 70 pt at 6d pr yard

Appendix 2

Extracts f'rom James Pascall's bill to Lord Irwin, 9 August
(LAS TN/C.17).
1745
Jully 8

1746

f'r

two Neatte Carved and Gilt tables in burnished gold with Mahogany toops, because
they. shant warp
Agust 16 for 20 chairs Neattly Carved and Gilt in burnished gold Stuffed ready for Covering and
Castors att two Guineas and half'ach
for 4 Large Settis with Armes Ruff'tuff'ed
with ye best Hair
for a Large Couch Ruff Stuff'ed
for two Rich Carved table frames f'r Marble
Slabbs Gilt in burnished gold, this artikle very
cheap they are Rich and well done
for two Rich Gerandolls with two branches
and Six Lights Gilt in burnished gold
for a Rich pair of Carved Stands Gilt ditto

The I'ull text of this bill
pp. 72 —74.

is reproduced

in Furniture

42. 00. 00

50. 00. 00
26. 00. 00

History,

1981,

0. 2. 6
0. 12. 0

3d

To 2 Sashes Do. on both sides Each containing 32 lights
once over one third of ld pr light each side
To 2 Sash frames Do. once over at 4d pr side
To 2 Sashes & frames in ye Chamr. over ye same rome

[sgd] Wm. Addinell

d

6. 6
4. 5
2. 5

0. 5. 0
Marble:
0. 8. 0
To 8 Figures in ye Hall mending & varnishing
0. 5. 0
To 2 Cyphers gilding in ye Hall
To ye Picture over ye Chimney Cleaning Mending &
Varnish:
0.
To 47 Cotes & Crests in ye Stairecase at 18d pr & 2 at 8
6. 6
Shillgs E
'I'o ye new sash window out side to ye Dineing rome 48
lights at ld pr
To varnishing Old Wanescot in a back Chamr in ye uper

4'8

Dcc 1719 Then reed of the Right Honble the Lord
Viscountt Irwin by the hands of Robert Hopkinson the

Paintg. done lor the Ld Viscount Irwin at Templenewsome pr Wm. Addinell 1718
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In
In

f45 =19

0.
0.
0.
5.
0.

4. I I
1. 6
10. 0

0. 0
3. 10$

45 19

4$

Appendix 3

John Carr's bill to Lord Irwin: 25 April 1769 (LAS TN EA 12/10).
The Right Honble. Ld Viscount Irwin, Dr. to John Carr
for attendance at Templenewsam,
& Various drawings
made since Octbr. 5th. 1764 the Time he was last paid, to

decemr. 30: 1768

Sepr. 18th. 1765 At Templenewsam with a drawing for
finishing the Hall, and planned the alteration of the Great
Stair Case, sketch'd the manner of altering the Cupola,

s

d

made a plan of the Old Rooms as they are at present in the
South Front and a Drawing for the Keepers Lodge &.c

15. 15. 0

decemr. 20th. 1768. At Templenewsam about altering the
disposition of the whole South Front, took dimensions of
the Elevation &c., and made rough drawings of the intended alterations on that side of the House

12. 12. 0

March 7th. 1767. Made fair drawings of the Ground Plan,
Chamber plan & Elevation of the South Front

10. 10. 0

Total to January 1st. 1769
April 25th. 1769 Reed this note in full of Lord Erwin

[sgd.] Jno. Carr

38. 17. 0
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4.
5.
6.
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8.

9
10.

11.
12.
13.

14.

15.

16.
17.
18.

19.

LAS TN/C.15 —108.
21. LAS TN EA 3/14.

20.

Notes

Yorkshire Archaeological Society, Leeds. The whole
Inventory, edited with an introduction and notes by
F. W. Crossley, was published in the Torkshire Archaeological 3ournal, XXV, 1919, pp.91 —100. The notes
given in the present article are derived f'rom this source;
see also R. Fawcett, 'The Early Tudor House in the
Light of recent excavations', Leeds Arts Calendar, No.70,
1972, pp.5 —12.
LAS (for Leeds Archives Department,
Sheepscar)
TN EA 12/10. The 'Inner Chamber's mentioned in
the Inventory of 1666 (LAS TN EA 3/10).
'Highe'uggests the top floor, and since there are rooms
listed both to the North and to the South of the 'Highe
Wardroppe'hen we must be in the West Wing. The
Bretton Room was installed at Temple Newsam in
1947, Leeds Arts Calendar, No.2, 1947, pp.5 —8, and

No.70, 1972, pp.l3 —17.
C. G. Gilbert, 'New Light on Sir Arthur Ingram's
reconstruction of Temple Newsam 1622 —38', Leeds
Arts Calendar, No.51, 1963, pp.6 —12.
LAS TN EA 12/10 (2 Sept. 1631).
A fire in this part of the house in 1636 may have set back
its completion.
LAS TN EA 12/10.
C. G. Gilbert, 'Sheriff'Hutton Hall, Yorkshire, I & II',
Country Ltje, 8 & 15 September, 1966.
C. G. Gilbert, 'Ingram's Palace, York', Leeds Arts
Calendar, No.71, 1972, pp.26 —30.
LAS TN EA 13/30.
LAS TN EA 3/10.
LAS TN EA 12/10 (31 May 1675).
The first and last payments of Henry Long's account
were made in London suggesting

that he was from the

capital. cf. LAS TN EA 12/10 (3 Dec 1687).
Henry Long's bill was checked for Lord Irwin by
another painter, Horsley of York, and measured by a
Francis Barwick of Rawden. Horsley's reckonings,
which survive with Long's original bill in the Archive
(LAS TN EA 12/10), often furnish additional material,
such as the fact that thc eight 'Heroes'ere 'Cesars',
and that the drapery was marbled.
The withdrawing room must have been adjacent to
Sir Arthur Ingram's Great Dining Room. From the
Inventory of 1666 it seems likely that it was at the other
side of the staircase, where the room now known as the
Darnley Room is. A piece of plasterwork frieze survives
in this room behind the oak panelling, and traces of gilt
have been (bund on it. Perhaps the gilt found here is that
applied by Henry Long in 1687.
LAS TN EA 12/10 (15 April 1690).
LAS TN Correspondence, TN/C23a. —117.
For William Etty, see H. M. Colvin, A Biographicaf
Dfctionary of English Architects >66o >84o, 1954, p.200,
and G. W. Beard, Ceorgian Craftsmen and their Work,
1966, pp.17,22 —4,46,52,54,176,181.
The pavilions gr.c. were demolished on 13 September
1719, and a lively account of this taking place is given in
TN/C.12 —44. On 16 March 1727, Etty drew plans f'r
'a Gateway with bastions gt out walls', (LAS TN EA
12/10, 6 November 1727).

22.

T. F. Friedman,

23.

Jacob Simon, 'The Long Gallery Ceiling at Temple
Newsam', Leeds Arkr Calendar, No.74, 1974, pp.5 —15.
C. G. Gilbert, 'The Temple Newsam Suite of'arly
Connoisseur,
Feb. 1968,
Georgian gilt Furniture',

24.

25.
26.
27.
28.

'A Temple Newsam

Leeds Arts Calendar,

Mystery solved',

No.78, 1976, pp.5 —11.

pp.84 —88.
LAS Pawson MSS. 13.
LAS TN/C.17.

A. Coleridge, Chippendale Furniture, 1968, p.63.
1's bill, together with its accom panying letter, is published with an introduction, and each
piece reproduced by D. Hill in Furniture History, 1981,
pp. 72 —74.
29. These tables are now at Floors Castle, the home of the
Duke of Roxburgh.
30. Simon, op.cit., identifies the roundels and gives potential
sources for them.
31. G. W. Beard, 'Philip Mercier in Yorkshire', Leedr Artr
Calenclar, No.39, 1958, pp.9 —20. The Mercier portrait
is reproduced in the guide book to Temple>'eu>sam, p.7.
32. LAS TN/C.15.
33. Lancelot Brown's plan for the South Wing at Temple
Newsam (LAS TN EA 20/6), is dated 1767, and shows
that at this date the staircase was still proposed for its
original, site in the South Wing.
34. Adam's drawings are in Sir John Soane's Museum,
London. One, a design for the elevation of the South
Front, is reproduced in Temple /IVetosam guidebook,

The full text of'Pascal

1951, p.44.
35. At Temple Newsam.
36. LAS TN/C.23a.—34,59,60,62,109,113.
37. LAS TN EA 13/54.
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